no place
like

HOME
Frequent travelers find their
ultimate getaway at home
in an updated bath with
luxurious amenities.
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OPPOSITE The window wall

behind the tub in this
light-filled bath includes
French doors leading to a
balcony with pool and
mountain views. THIS
PHOTO An 8×10-foot rug
was cut into two runners—
one for the bath and one
for the vestibule.
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ABOVE A trio of chandeliers dazzles like
sparklers overhead. “They look modern, but
their design actually dates back to the ’40s,”
designer Caroline Tyler DeCesare says.
ABOVE RIGHT The homeowners opted for
high-contrast Bianco Carrara marble with
dark veining for the countertops, shower,
and floors. RIGHT Touch-latch medicine
cabinets tuck discreet storage into slivers of
space at the vanity. BELOW A telephonestyle tub filler adds vintage verve. The
plumbing fixtures in the bath are all shiny
polished-nickel, while chandeliers and
sconces showcase a matte brass finish.
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“THE DESIGN,
THE LAYOUT, ALL
THE NATURAL
LIGHT—IT’S
HARD TO
DESCRIBE HOW
MUCH I LOVE
THIS SPACE.”
Taylor Hawkins, homeowner

WHILE SHE LOVES TO TRAVEL, TAYLOR
HAWKINS’ FAVORITE PLACE ON EARTH IS A
PASSPORT-FREE ZONE. “The design, the layout, and all
the natural light—it’s hard to describe how much I love this
space,” says Taylor of the marble-clad master bath retreat in her
Scottsdale, Arizona, home. “Every time I walk in, it just makes
me so happy that I don’t want to leave.”
Pointing a complimentary finger, Taylor and her husband,
Mark, credit the bath’s irresistible allure to interior designer
Caroline Tyler DeCesare, who partnered with Michelle Drake
on the project. “We knew Mark and Taylor were sophisticated
world travelers, so our goal was to create a bath that would rival
a five-star hotel experience,” DeCesare says.
The couple-friendly floor plan features separate water closets
and vanities, a luxe tub, and a spacious walk-in shower. Gray
bespoke cabinetry anchors the room, with silver-leaf millwork
that repeats on frames for a mirror and windows on each
8-foot vanity wall. The designers also introduced more playful,

ABOVE A contemporary mirror-tile mosaic energizes the

marble-clad shower that’s situated opposite the tub. Glass
doors admit light from the window wall across the room.
Separate hallways on either side of the shower provide access to
and from the master bedroom—an ideal setup for a couple who
like to share space without stepping on each other’s toes.

glamorous elements, including jaunty lighting, sparkling mixed
metals, and an abstract mirror-tile mosaic in the shower, to
punch up the room’s traditional styling.
While the bath functions beautifully, Taylor stresses that its
meticulous details grab her attention too. “One of my favorite
hotels is The Gritti Palace in Venice,” she says, noting its
outstanding decor, artwork, finishes, and canal view. “I admire
all the work that goes into a hotel like that, and I feel that same
level of detail has defined this space.”
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